APPLICATION OF ANY TYPE OF PRODUCT HAS A DIRECT EFFECT ON ITS EFFICACY. MAKE SURE YOU ADDRESS ALL OF THE POINTS IN THIS CHECKLIST EVERY TIME YOU USE PRID® DELTA TO OBTAIN THE BEST RESULTS!

- Soak PRID® DELTA applicator in non-spermicidal disinfectant for at least 5 minutes prior to PRID® DELTA insertion
- Use 2 or more applicators to enable 5 minute contact time with disinfectant between uses
- Make sure you have checked there is no pre-existing metritis prior to PRID® DELTA insertion
- Disinfect vulva with a diluted disinfectant i.e. chlorhexidine or iodine prior to PRID® DELTA insertion
- Insert the PRID® DELTA device into the applicator just before insertion
- Use new clean gloves to handle applicator and PRID® DELTA each time
- Consider reducing the length of the PRID® DELTA tail particularly if heifers are housed collectively. Cut the PRID® DELTA tail 5 - 10cm outside the vulva ensuring to leave sufficient length for an easy removal of the device.

For support and further information on ruminant reproduction management speak to your Ceva Livestock Territory Manager or our technical team on 01494 781510

Ceva Animal Health Ltd, Unit 3, Anglo Office Park, White Lion Road, Amersham, Bucks HP7 9FB Tel: 01494 781510 www.ceva.com
**ONCE THE COW IS READY START WITH THE PRID DELTA PREPARATION**

Intravaginal devices can lose elasticity if they are left in the applicator for too long.

**EXTRACT THE PRID® DELTA (USING GLOVES)**

- The device is coated with progesterone.

**CHECK THE RIGHT ORIENTATION OF THE DEVICE, THEN FOLD THE PRID® DELTA BEFORE INSERTING IT INTO THE APPLICATOR**

**PUSH THE DEVICE INTO THE APPLICATOR UP TO THE END**

**BE SURE THAT THE RIGID TAIL EXTENDS OUTSIDE, ALONG THE APPLICATOR**

**GENTLY INSERT THE APPLICATOR INTO THE VAGINA WITH THE HANDLE IN THE HORIZONTAL POSITION**

**ONCE THE APPLICATOR HAS REACHED THE END OF THE VAGINA, ROTATE IT SO THE HANDLE GOES VERTICAL. ASSURE THAT THE DEVICE’S TAIL IS DIRECTED DOWNWARDS**

**REMOVE THE DEVICE BY GENTLY PULLING THE EXPOSED BUMPED TAIL**

**SMOOTHLY PRESS ON THE HANDLE TO RELEASE THE DEVICE AND THEN GENTLY REMOVE THE APPLICATOR**